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Conservation District Engineer p8 These fish were purchased at St. Lu- sius
Elementary School during a sale outlined in March. They were given time to rest
and acclimate to their new home for the next eight months. "Aquariums help us
to teach the hand" SAYS FISHERMAN P-8 "They help instill a love of fish in the pa
teenager. And they teach us about fish. They make us appreciate these creatures
for what they are. I enjoy their beauty," said Tom Szulowski, third-grade teacher
at St. Lucius Elementary School. Aquariums also contain a central aquari um that
can either be a biological pool or a fish tank. The biological pool is designed so
that students can observe the aquatic invertebrates and plants such as hydroids.
The fish tank contains fish, amphibians, and turtles and other verte brates.
Aquariums are more than just a fac- tory to create an orderly classroom. "The
most important thing for a class to learn is how to take care of an aquarium. I
have to supply food and water, keep the pH correct, and keep the temperature at
a particular level. If the temperature is too hot or too cold, the fish have a hard
time. They are so sensitive to their surroundings," said the school's aquarium
manager, Margaret Reiser. The collection of fish, turtles and amphibians for the
St. Lucius aquari um dates back to at least 1968. The aquarium is designed to
resemble an ecosystem. "The typical aquarium has a high sub merged gravel,
and lots of light. I prefer a low gravel, with plants cover ing the bottom," said
Reiser. "It's a community thing," said Mari nam Szulowski. "Aquaria are really
part of the classroom. Children can meet, talk, play, and learn in the corre
sponding aquarium." Brutus Goldfish will be 8 and Henry will be 12 in August.
The cost per goldfish is $5. Aquaria range in size from a few quarts to several
hundred gallons. The largest aquarium at St. Lucius is 20-30 gallons. The
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